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Abstrat. It is well-known that the zeros of holomorphi funtions in more than one omplexvariable are not isolated. Nevertheless, there exist so-alled identity surfaes suh that a holo-morphi funtion vanishes identially everywhere if only it equals zero on an identity surfae.In the paper identity surfaes will be onstruted using the tehnique of ompletely integrableoverdetermined systems of partial di�erential equations. Moreover, identity surfaes will beonstruted not only for holomorphi funtions but also for solutions of more general �rst ordersystems of partial di�erential equations.The present paper deals only with systems with real-analyti oeÆients and, therefore, thelassial Cauhy-Kovalevskaya and Holmgren theorems are appliable (while many reent pa-pers deal with in�nitely di�erentiable oeÆients or they solve initial value problems with gen-eralized analyti initial funtions). Using the ompatibility onditions of an overdeterminedsystem, in the present paper the onstrution of identity surfaes (of minimal dimension) isarried out as some kind of inverse problem to an initial value problem.Keywords: Overdetermined systems of partial di�erential equations, ompatibility onditions,initial value problemsAMS subjet lassi�ation: 35N10, 32A 101. Preliminaries on overdetermined �rst order systemsLet x = (x1; :::; xm) be a point in Rm, and let u� (� = 1; :::; s) be real- or omplex-valued funtions depending on x. Let k be a given natural number. Suppose thefuntions u� = u�(x) satisfy r = k � s linear di�erential equations of the formX�;� A%��(x)�u��x� = 0 (1)where % = 1; :::; r, � = 1; :::; s, � = 1; :::;m and the given oeÆients A%�� possess loalpower series representations in their variables. The natural number k � 1 is alled thedegree of overdetermination.To be short onsider system (1) for s = 1, i.e., onsiderX� A%�(x) �u�x� = 0W. Tutshke: Dept. Math. Tehn. Univ., Steyrergasse 30/3, A-8010 Graz, AustriaThe author thanks the referee for his omments having led to some ompletions improving thereadibility of the paper.ISSN 0232-2064 / $ 2.50  Heldermann Verlag Berlin



530 W. Tutshkewhere % = 1; :::; k and u = u(x1; :::; xm) is a desired real- or omplex-valued funtion.Then the degree of overdetermination equals k � 1. Introduing new variablesX� = ��(x1; :::; xm) (� = 1; :::;m)(with real-analyti ��), this system passes intoX� B%�(X) �u�X� = 0 where B%� =X� A%� ����x� :Now suppose that this system an be solved for �u�X% with % = 1; :::; r. Then the systemunder onsideration an be rewritten in the form�u�X� = mX�=k+1���(X) �u�X� (� = 1; :::; k; k � m� 1): (2)Note that the ��� have loal power-series representations. System (2) is overdeterminedif k > 1. In the sequel we shall make use of the fat that the initial value problemu(0; :::; 0; Xk+1; :::; Xm) = '(Xk+1; :::; Xm) (3)is uniquely solvable provided the system is ompatible (see, for instane, the book [2℄ ofE. Goursat or the book [5℄. 1) In aordane with the general theory of overdeterminedsystems, the variables X1; :::; Xk in (2) are alled essential, while Xk+1; :::; Xm are alledparametri ones. Let u = u(X1; :::; Xm) = u(X) be any twie ontinuously di�erentiablefuntion, and onsider the expressionsU� = �u�X� � mX�=k+1���(X) �u�X� (� = 1; :::; k):Obviously, u = u(X) is a solution of system (2) if U� � 0 for all � = 1; :::; k.If X� and X� are essential variables, then the expression�U��X� � �U��X� (4)ontains seond order derivatives of u(X) with respet to one parametri and one es-sential variable. Suh seond order derivatives, however, an be expressed by �rst orderderivatives of the U� with respet to parametri variables. That way we see that ex-pression (4) is a linear ombination of parametri derivatives of the three funtions U�,U� and u. An easy alulation shows that the oeÆient of �u�X� is given by[�℄�;�;� = ������X� � �����X� �+X~� ���~� �����X~� � ��~� �����X~� � : (5)System (2) is said to be ompatible in the ase [�℄�;�;� � 0 for any 1 � �; � � k and anyk + 1 � � � m.The following statement is true.1) Conerning ompatible systems in several omplex variables see, for instane, R. P. Gilbertand J. L. Buhanan [1℄ and [5℄.



Identity Surfaes 531Lemma. The initial value problem (2)� (3) is uniquely solvable provided the sys-tem is ompatible and the initial funtion ' = '(Xk+1; :::; Xm) has loal power-seriesrepresentations.Sketh of the proof. The solution an be onstruted by freezing the essentialvariables step by step, and by solving k Cauhy-Kovalevskaya problems in one essentialvariable eah (see Goursat [2℄). The uniqueness of the solution follows from Holmgren'stheorem. The ompatibility onditions [�℄�;�;� � 0 imply that system (2) is satis�ed(loally) not only in frozen variables but also in arbitrary ones. Conerning the lassialCauhy-Kovalevskaya and Holmgren theorems in one essential variable see, for instane,F. Treves [4℄, while the ase of several essential variables an be redued to the ase ofone variable by the above mentioned method of freezing variablesSine u � 0 is a solution of system (2) one has also the following statement whihwill be used for the onstrution of identity surfaes.Corollary 1. If the initial values '(Xk+1; :::; Xm) are identially equal to zero,then the solution u of the initial value problem (2)� (3) vanishes everywhere.2. Identity surfaes for linear and homogeneous systemsNow onsider system (1) for several desired (real- or omplex-valued) funtions u� =u�(x). Introduing new oordinatesX� = ��(x1; :::; xm);one gets the new system X�;� B%��(X) �u��X� = 0Suppose this system an be solved for the derivatives of all funtions with respet toX1, ..., Xk, k � m� 1. Then one has�u%�X� =X�;� �%��� �u��X�where %; � = 1; :::; s, while � = 1; :::; k and � = k+1; :::;m. Denote the di�erene of theleft- and right-hand sides of the last equation by U%�. Then one has to alulate theexpression �U%��X� � �U%��X� (6)instead of (4). An easy alulation shows that [�℄�;�;� is to be replaed by an expression[�℄�;�;�;%;� whih is given by���%����X� � ��%����X� �+X~�;~� ��%�~�~� ��~�����X~� � �%�~�~� ��~�����X~� � :



532 W. TutshkeWhile [�℄�;�;�;%;� omes from the oeÆient �u��X� in expression (6), in the ase of severaldesired funtions an additional term [��℄�;�;�;~�;%;� (oming from �2u��X��X~� ) has to vanishidentially. This expression is given byX~� ��%������~�~� � �%������~�~��:Theorem. Suppose the degree of overdetermination of the systemX�;� A%��(x)�u��x� = 0is k � 1, k � 2. Suppose, further, that the ompatibility onditions[�℄�;�;�;%;� = 0[��℄�;�;�;~�;%;� = 0)are satis�ed. Then the (m� k)-dimensional surfae de�ned by��(x1; :::; xm) = 0 (� = 1; :::; k)is an identity surfae.Notie that in the ase of one desired (real- or omplex-valued) funtion (s = 1) theonditions [��℄�;�;�;~�;%;� = 0 an be omitted, one has also the followingCorollary 2. In the ase s = 1 the above theorem is true if only the ompatibilityonditions [�℄�;�;�;%;� = 0 are satis�ed.Moreover, sine the ompatibility onditions [�℄�;�;�;%;� = 0 are always satis�ed ifthe �%��� are onstant, the following orollary is true, too.Corollary 3. Consider a systemX� A%� �u�x� = 0with onstant oeÆients whose degree of overdetermination is equal to k � 1, i.e.,% = 1; :::; k, k � 1. Choose onstants �� (�; � = 1; :::; k) suh that its determinant isdi�erent from zero. Then for any hoie of further onstants 0� the (m�k)-dimensionalplane X� ��x� = 0� (� = 1; :::; k)is an identity plane.The last orollary shows the following onnexion between the degree of overdeter-mination and the dimension of an identity surfae:Corollary 4. The higher the degree of overdetermination, the smaller the dimen-sion of an identity surfae.Note that this statement is true also for more general systems with non-onstantoeÆients.



Identity Surfaes 5333. Identity surfaes for holomorphi funtions in severalvariablesDenote the variables in C2n by zj = xj + iyj and �j = �j + i�j (j = 1; :::; n). Supposethe omplex-valued funtion w = w(z1; :::; zn; �1; :::; �n) is holomorphi, i.e., the Cauhy-Riemann system �w�xj + i �w�yj = 0�w��j + i �w��j = 09>>=>>;is satis�ed.Corollary 5. The omplex-n-dimensional onjugate omplex diagonal surfae de-�ned by zj = �j (j = 1; :::; n) is an identity plane.Proof. Introduing new (real) variablesXj = xj � �jYj = yj �j = �jHj = yj + �jthe above diagonal surfae is given by the equationsXj = 0Hj = 0)while the Cauhy-Riemann system passes into�w�Xj = 12 �w��j � i2 �w�Yj (7)�w�Hj = i2 �w��j � 12 �w�Yj : (8)The variablesXj andHj are thus essential, whereas �j and Yj turn out to be parametri.Denote the di�erenes of the left- and right-hand sides of equations (7) and (8) by W1jand W2j , and onsider the expressions�W1j�Xk � �W1k�Xj ; �W1j�Hk � �W2k�Xj ; �W2j�Hk � �W2k�Hjwhih are analogous to (6). Using system (7) - (8) it follows that these expression vanishidentially for any twie ontinuously di�erentiable funtions depending on Xj ; Yj;�jand Hj . Hene system (7) - (8) is ompatible. This proves the orollaryObviously, an analyti set is not an identity surfae for holomorphi funtions inseveral omplex variables. In order to explain why the method of ompatible di�erentialequations does not work in this ase, onsider the following



534 W. TutshkeExample 1. Sine w(z; �) = z � � vanishes only on the omplex-one-dimensionaldiagonal surfae de�ned by z = �, this plane annot be an identity surfae.Indeed, introdue new variablesX = x� �Y = y � = �H = y � �where again z = x+iy and � = �+i�. Then the diagonal surfae z = � an be desribedby X = 0 and H = 0. Rewriting the Cauhy-Riemann system in the new oordinatesX;Y;�; H, one gets �w�X + i �w�Y + i �w�H = 0� �w�X + �w�� � i �w�H = 0:9>=>;The method of ompatible systems is not appliable beause the last system annotbe solved for �w�X and �w�H . On the ontrary, the orresponding system (7) - (8) an besolved for these derivatives in the ase one onsiders the onjugate omplex diagonalsurfae z = �. Therefore, the question whether a surfae is an identity surfae or not isredued to the question if the rewritten Cauhy-Riemann system an be solved for theorresponding derivatives or not.The next example shows how this onnexion between identity surfaes and solvabil-ity an be used for the onstrution of identity surfaes.Example 2. For holomorphi funtions in two omplex variables z and � the planede�ned by 2z = (1� )� + (1 + )� (9)is an identity surfae if  is any real onstant di�erent from �1.Indeed, introduing new variablesX = x� �Y = y � = �H = y + �one sees that the Cauhy-Riemann system an be solved for �w�X and �w�H if and only if 6= �1 and, further, that the new system is ompatible. The statement of Example 2is true beause equation (9) is equivalent tox� � = 0y + � = 0:)Note, �nally, that for  = �1 the plane (9) is the diagonal surfae z = � whih is notan identity surfae in aordane with Example 1.



Identity Surfaes 5354. Non-overdetermined systemsThe above onsiderations are also appliable to systems whose degree of overdetermi-nation is equal to zero. This will be shown for linear systems of the formAj1(x; y)�u�x + Aj2(x; y)�u�y + Aj3(x; y)�v�x +Aj4(x; y)�v�y = 0 (j = 1; 2)for two desired (real- or omplex-valued) funtions u = u(x; y) and v = v(x; y) in the(x; y)-plane. Introduing new oordinatesX = �(x; y)Y = 	(x; y))the new system an be solved for �u�Y and �v�Y in the ased13��	�x �2 + (d14 + d23)�	�x �	�y + d24��	�y �2 6= 0 (10)where dij = ����A1i A1jA2i A2j ���� :Provided the Aij have power-series representations in x and y, the above onsiderationslead to the followingCorollary 6. If ondition (10) is satis�ed, the urve 	(x; y) = 0 is an identityline.Condition (10) is satis�ed if the quadrati expression on the left-hand side is positivede�nite, and thus the following result is true:Corollary 7. Suppose (d14 + d23)2 < 4d13d24: (11)Then eah urve de�ned by 	(x; y) = 0 is an identity line.Consider the system �u�x � �v�y = 0 (12)�u�y � "�v�x = 0 (13)where " is any real onstant. In this ase one hasd12 = d24 = 1d13 = "d23 = d14 = 09>=>; (14)and ondition (11) reads 0 < ", i.e., (11) is satis�ed for positive " only. For " = 1the system is the Cauhy-Riemann system, and then Corollary 7 is obvious beausethe zeros of a non-onstant holomorphi funtion are isolated. 2) In the ase " � 0,however, the existene of non-identity lines an be expeted. Easy alulations showthe existene of non-identity lines whih are de�ned by linear funtions:2) The same is true for generalized analyti funtions, f. I.N. Vekua's book [7℄. Hene similararguments an be applied to ellipti systems whih are more general than (12) - (13).



536 W. TutshkeExample 3. In the ase " = 0 system (12) - (13) has the solutionu(x; y) = 0v(x; y) = x)where  is any onstant. This solution vanishes on the y-axis, while it does not vanishidentially.Example 4. In the ase " = �1 speial solutions of (12) - (13) are given byu(x; y) = (x+ y)v(x; y) = (x+ y)) and u(x; y) = (x� y)v(x; y) = �(x� y))where  is any onstant. These solutions are not identially equal to zero, although theyvanish on the straight lines whih are de�ned by y = �x and y = x, respetively.In view of (14) ondition (10) passes into"��	�x �2 + ��	�y �2 6= 0: (15)Choosing 	(x; y) = k1x + k2y, the left-hand side of (10) equals zero for k22 = �"k21 inaordane with Examples 3 and 4.5. Conluding remarksThe present paper is not aimed at theorems whih are as general as possible. On theontrary, the main goal is to explain how the tehnique of ompatibility onditions anbe used for getting uniqueness theorems for partial di�erential equations. Of ourse,there are various possible generalizations and appliations suh as the following:Remark 1. A linear or non-linear system for s desired real- or omplex-valuedfuntions u� (� = 1; :::; s) is said to be homogeneous if u� � 0 for � = 1; :::; s isa solution. Sine Corollary 1 is true for arbitrary homogeneous systems, the aboveTheorem is also true for arbitrary non-linear systems if only they are homogeneous andompatibel. Note, however, that the formulation of the ompatibility onditions is moreompliated as in the linear ase.Remark 2. Initial value problems for (hyperboli) �rst order systems an also besolved by methods of Cli�ord Analysis (see E. Obolashvili's book [3℄). Consequently,identity surfaes an also be onstruted using the orresponding uniqueness theorems.Sine the paper [6℄ generalizes the results of [3℄ in the hyperboli ase, the methods ofthe paper [6℄ lead also to identity surfaes.Remark 3. Notie, �nally, that the methods of the present paper an also beused for the onstrution of solutions with presribed initial values on identity surfaes.Therefore, identity surfaes an be ompared with surfaes whih are non-harateristi.This is also expressed by relations suh as (10).



Identity Surfaes 537Remark 4. Similar onstrutions an also be arried out for overdetermined sys-tems whose oeÆients are not real-analyti.Remark 5. Finally onsider the following appliation of the above results to seondorder di�erential equations:Let w = w(z1; �1; z2; �2) be a omplex-valued and ontinuously di�erentiable solutionof the di�erential equation �2w�z1��1+ �2w�z2��2 = 0 in the unit ball jz1j2+j�1j2+jz2j2+j�2j2 <1 of C4 whih is still ontinuous on its boundary. Suh a solution is uniquely determinedby its (omplex) values on the boundary of the intersetion of the unit ball with theonjugate omplex diagonal surfae �1 = z1; �2 = z2. Indeed, on the diagonal surfaethe given di�erential equation passes into the Laplae equation and thus a solutionan be haraterized by its boundary values. The above statement then follows fromCorollary 5. Note, in addition, that to arbitrary (ontinuous) boundary values in theintersetion there exists a uniquely determined solution in the omplex-four-dimensional(open) unit ball having the presribed boundary values in the real-four-dimensionalintersetion. The extension an be onstruted by replaing the four real variables xjand yj (j = 1; 2) by the four omplex variables zj and �j where 2xj = zj + �j and2yj = i(�j � zj).Referenes[1℄ Gilbert, R. P. and J. L. Buhanan: First Order Ellipti Systems: A Funtion TheoretiApproah. New York et al.: Aad. Press 1983.[2℄ Goursat, E.: Le�ons sur l'int�egration des �equations aux d�eriv�ees partielles du premierordre. 2. �ed. Paris: A. Hermann 1921.[3℄ Obolashvili, E.: Partial Di�erential Equations in Cli�ord Analysis (Pitman Monographsand Surveys in Pure and Applied Mathematis: Vol. 96). Harlow: Longman 1998.[4℄ Treves, F.: Basi Linear Di�erential Operators. New York et al.: Aad. Press 1975.[5℄ Tutshke, W.: Partielle Di�erentialgleihungen in einer und in mehreren komplexen Vari-ablen. Berlin: Dt. Verlag Wiss. 1977.[6℄ Tutshke, W.: Solution of initial value problems for �rst order systems using matrix no-tation. Appl. Anal. 73 (1999), 271 { 280.[7℄ Vekua, I. N.: Generalized Analyti Funtions. Oxford et al.: Pergamon Press 1962.Reeived 23.07.1999


